
Awake On a quiet evening, a shabby beige sedan speeds down a country 
highway. Dust and gravel fly through the air when suddenly the car slides out 
of control into a ravine. Later a man wakes up in a hospital bed with no 
recollection of who he is or how he got there. His nurse Diana (Francesca 
Eastwood) is unable to find any identification and refers to him as John Doe 
(Jonathan Rhys Meyers). The police barge into the hospital, accusing John of 
being a serial killer responsible for the murder of several young women in the 
area. As the sergeant ushers John into a private room for questioning, he 
manages to escape with the help of Diana, who is convinced of his innocence. 
The fugitives then set off for the last crime scene in search of clues and 
answers to clear John's name but the benevolent nurse will soon uncover the 
shocking truth behind the amnesiac's identity and the web of deceit that will 
lead him to a final fight for his survival. 
Do or Die This May Be The Last Game They'll Ever Play. A pair of female agents 
is targeted for elimination by an Asian criminal kingpin out for revenge. The 
evil mastermind sends out an army of assassins with the same mission, to kill 
agents Donna and Nicole! " Do or Die lampoons the size-conscious, clichéd 
action hero and presents women than are stronger, smarter, and more 
effective than their male counterparts both in the film and in action cinema as 
a whole. " - David Carter - Not Coming To A Theater Near You Starring: Pat 
Morita, Erik Estrada, Dona Speir, Roberta Vasquez. Mill Creek
Guns Locked, Cocked & Ready To Rock South American criminal Juan Degas 
has been using the Hawaiian Islands as his base for smuggling weapons from 
China to Latin America. Tracking their target from Hawaii to Las Vegas, our 
agents must watch their backs while attempting to take down their prey. " 
Guns was an action films where women got to shoot the guns, beat up the 
bad guys, and ultimately save the world from a smirking misogynist. " - Lisa 
Marie Bowman, Through the Shattered Lens Starring: Erik Estrada, Dona Speir, 
Roberta Vasquez, Danny Trejo. Mill Creek
I Spy Superstar Eddie Murphy teams up with Owen Wilson for a hilarious, 
action packed thrill ride. Famke Janssen also stars as an ultra sexy secret agent. 
A super powerful experimental spy plane is stolen by an evil arms dealer and 
is about to be handed over to an international terrorist. The U.S. Government 
drafts an egotistical boxing star (Murphy) to join a suave special agent 
(Wilson) on a dangerous top secret mission to get the plane back. Armed with 
the latest high tech gadgets and a whole lot of attitude, this ultimate odd 
couple might be able to save the world- if they can just get along. Mill Creek
Duplicity Oscar winner Julia Roberts and Clive Owen star as two sexy 
spies-turned-corporate operatives in the midst of a clandestine love affair. 
When they find themselves on either side of an all-out corporate war, they'll 
put everything on the line to remain one double-cross ahead in a high-stakes 
game of cat-and-mouse. From writer/director Tony Gilroy (seven-time 
Oscar-nominated Michael Clayton) comes the film critics are raving about: 
"Roberts and Owen have sizzling chemistry in this instant classic. Mill Creek
Air Bud Triple Feature:  Pup Star Tiny, a cute little Yorkie pup with a big voice, 
gets a chance to audition for the singing competition for dogs, "Pup Star." 
After she earns a place in the finale, she's suddenly dog-napped! But with the 
help of her new friend, Charlie, a retired rock-and-roller, she escapes. Together 
they leave on an incredible journey through some of music's most iconic 
cities. Filled with all-new songs and the biggest cast of talking and singing 
canines ever assembled, Pup Star is an incredible family film filled with fun, 
music and heart., Pup Star Better 2 After winning “Pup Star” and becoming an 
international pup sensation, Tiny has her world turned upside down when an 
evil rival switches her out in competition with a street pup named Scrappy 
and an incredible journey through iconic cities ensues in this fun and hilarious 
dog-out-of-water, musical adventure!  Gether & Pup Star World Tour “Pup 
Star” is back and bigger than ever as the hit singing pup competition goes 
global. After achieving international stardom Tiny joins the inaugural Pup Star 
World Tour as a celebrity judge. As they travel the world each judge chooses 
their favorite contestant to compete for the new title of global pup star 
champion. Mill Creek
Savage Nature 4 Deadly Films: Flu Birds A tight-knit group of teens find 
themselves fighting for their lives when unexpected visitors — a flock of 
flesh-eating birds infected by a malicious virus crash their carefree camping 
trip in the woods. Can a shrinking group of survivors fight back and reclaim 
the skies?, Monster Wolf A creature of ancient legend manifests, bound to 
protect the ecological balance of the land and killing anyone that threatens it. 
This elusive guardian is initially both feared and celebrated by the locals, but 
when a deadly curse affects them all, they must unite and recapture the 
monster wolf’s spirit or face their ultimate doom., WolvesBone  An arrogant 
real estate developer, Russell Bayne (Jeremy London of 7th Heaven, Party of 
Five, Mallrats), is bit¬ten by a werewolf and finds himself mixed up in a 
supernatural war between vampires, werewolves, and humans that hunt 
down such creatures that threaten mankind. In masterful swordfights and 
bullet-spraying gun battles, they must fight the evil vampire clan to assemble 
several magical amulets that will stop Lilith’s rise to power and put her away 
for eternity. The Headless Horseman College friends en route to a party find 
themselves stuck in the middle of nowhere when they take a wrong turn and 
land in the uncharted town of Wormwood. As if that weren’t weird enough, 
they’re also being chased by a killer who’s lost his head. Mill Creek

Now Available on DVD & Blu-Ray


